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Abstract
 

Linearization of Voltage-Controlled Oscillators in Phase-Locked Loops. 
Robert Eklund 

Abstract 

This is a thesis report done as part of the Master of Science in Electronics 
Design Engineering given at Linköping University, Campus Norrköping. The 
thesis work is done at Ericsson AB in the spring of 2005. 

The thesis describes a method of removing variations in the tuning 
sensitivity of voltage-controlled crystal oscillators due to different 
manufacturing processes. These variations results in unwanted variations 
in the modulation bandwidth of the phase-locked loop the oscillator is used 
in. Through examination of the theory of phase-locked loops it is found that 
the bandwidth of the loop is dependent on the tuning sensitivity of the 
oscillator.  

A method of correcting the oscillator-sensitivity by amplifying or attenuating 
the control-voltage of the oscillator is developed. The size of the correction 
depends on the difference in oscillator-sensitivity compared to that of an 
ideal oscillator. This error is measured and the correct correction constant 
calculated.  

To facilitate the measurements and correction extra circuits are developed 
and inserted in the loop. The circuits are both analog and digital. The 
analog circuits are mounted on an extra circuit board and the digital circuits 
are implemented in VHDL in an external FPGA. 

Tests and theoretical calculations show that the method is valid and able to 
correct both positive and negative variations in oscillator-sensitivity of up to 
a factor ±2.5 times. The bandwidth of the loop can be adjusted between 2 
to 15 Hz (up to ±8 dB, relative an unmodified loop).
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Sammanfattning 

Denna rapport redovisar ett examensarbete för civilingenjörsprogrammet i 
elektronikdesign vid Linköpings universitet, campus Norrköping. 
Examensarbetet är utfört hos Ericsson AB under våren 2005. 

Rapporten beskriver en metod för att avlägsna variationer i 
styrspänningskänsligheten hos spänningsstyrda kristalloscillatorer (VCXO). 
Dessa variationer beror på olika tillverkningsprocesser hos olika tillverkare. 
Variationerna i känslighet orsakar oönskade variationer i 
modulationsbandbredd i de faslåsta slingor (PLL) som oscillatorn används 
i. Genom studier av teorin bakom faslåsta slingor kan visas att 
bandbredden beror på oscillatorns känslighet. 

En metod för att avlägsna variationerna i känslighet genom att dämpa eller 
förstärka styrspänningen till oscillatorn har tagits fram. Korrektionen beror 
på storleken på felet i känslighet relativt en ideal oscillator. Detta fel kan 
mätas och korrekt korrektionskonstant kan sedan beräknas. 

För att möjliggöra mätningar och korrektion har extra kretsar utvecklats och 
lagts till i slingan. Dessa kretsar är både analoga och digitala. De analoga 
kretsarna är monterade på ett extra kort medan de digitala är 
implementerade i en extern FPGA med hjälp av VHDL. 

Tester och teoretiska beräkningar av metodens inverkan på PLL visar att 
metoden fungerar. Metoden kan hantera fel i styrspänningskänslighet upp 
till ±2.5 gånger ideal känslighet och justera slingans bandbredd mellan 2 
och 15 Hz (upp till ±8 dB, relativt icke modifierad slinga).
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Abbreviations 

BW   Bandwidth. 

CC    Correction Circuit 

DAC  Digital to Analog Converter. 

FPGA  Field Programmable Gate Array. 

OP-Amp  Operational Amplifier. 

PD    Phase Detector. 

PLL   Phase-locked Loop. 

TU    Timing Unit Board or Timing Unit. 

VCXO  Voltage-controlled Crystal Oscillator. 

VHDL  VHSIC Hardware Description Language. 

VHSIC  Very High Speed Integrated Circuit. 

WCDMA   Wideband Code Division Multiple Access. 

3G    3rd Generation cellular communication.
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1. Introduction 

This report documents a Master of Science thesis project. The thesis is the 
final part of the Master of Science program in Electronics Design 
Engineering given at Linköping University, Campus Norrköping in Sweden. 
The project work is done at the base band hardware and timing section of 
the Digital Processing Platform department at Telefonaktiebolaget LM 
Ericsson in Kista, Stockholm, Sweden (KI/EAB/PDR/UMF). 

1.1. Background 

One of the components in a base band section of a WCDMA Radio Base 
Station is a Timing Unit board (TU). One of its functions is to generate clock 
signals of various frequencies used in the rest of the system. The TU 
receives a reference signal from the traffic transport network and uses 
phase-locked loops (PLL) with voltage-controlled crystal oscillators (VCXO) 
as synthesisers to generate some of the frequencies.  

To secure the production from lack of parts, the oscillators are bought from 
several different manufactures. Due to differences in manufacturing 
techniques, oscillators from different suppliers can have different tuning 
sensitivity. This negatively affects the modulation bandwidth of the 
synthesisers. The modulation bandwidth should be between 1 - 10 Hz 
according to the ITU standard [ITU]. 

1.2. Assignment 

The aim of this thesis project is to develop and test a method of 
compensating the differences in oscillator tuning sensitivity and thus, the 
variations in modulation bandwidth. The final result should indicate if such a 
method exists and is viable. The result need not be ready to use in 
production, but shall be seen as a demonstration of the developed method. 

1.3. Method 

To reduce the scope of the project a single synthesiser was used as a base 
system. However, the developed method should be applicable to similar 
synthesisers with different output frequencies. 

To understand the problem the theory of phase-locked loops is examined. 
This is done by reading relevant literature, reports and interviewing 
engineers in charge of the timing unit. A theoretical solution is developed 
and reviewed theoretically. When a viable solution is found it is 
implemented in hardware and tested.
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2. Background Theory 

This chapter explains the phase-locked loop (PLL), its principal 
components and the theoretical background needed for understanding the 
problem and solution. 

2.1. Basic Phase-Locked Loop 

2.1.1. Overview 

A basic PLL, shown in Figure 1, consists of a voltage-controlled oscillator 
(VCO) and various circuits used to control the output signal of the oscillator. 
The major sub-circuits are covered in Chapter 2.1.2 – 2.1.6. 

 
Figure 1   A generic phase-locked loop. 

The PLL uses an input reference signal, fREF, to generate an output signal, 
fOUT, with the same phase as the input signal. The output signal can be of a 
different frequency than the input signal. In this case, fOUT is 30.72 MHz and 
fREF is 8 kHz. 

2.1.2. The Phase Detector 

The phase detector (PD) compares the phase of the input signal and the 
divided output signal. The PD generates different outputs depending on the 
type of phase error (lead, lag or none). The type of phase detector used in 
the project outputs two square wave signals (one for positive phase error 
and one for negative) whose pulse-width depends on the size of the phase 
error  [Gardner, 1979], [Johns, 1997], [Krusell, 2005]. 

2.1.3. The Frequency Divider 

If the output signal from the oscillator has a higher frequency than the 
reference signal the output signal must be divided to the same frequency 
as the reference signal. This is done using a divider-circuit which divides 
the frequency by a factor N. In this case the divider is implemented as a 
counter [Johns, 1997], [Krusell, 2005]. The dividend, N, is the quotient of 
the input and output frequencies of the PLL, thus: 

3840
8

72.30 ===
kHz

MHz

f

f
N

REF

OUT  
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2.1.4. The Loop Filter 

The loop filter converts the digital output signals of the PD to a DC signal by 
integrating the PD outputs over time. In this case it is an integrating 
amplifier with a low pass filter on each input (the outputs of the phase 
detector) [Gardner, 1979], [Johns, 1997], [Krusell, 2005]. 

2.1.5. The Loop Amplifier 

The output signal of the loop filter has too low amplitude to control the 
oscillator and needs to be amplified. This is done with an inverting amplifier 
[Gardner, 1979], [Johns, 1997], [Krusell, 2004], [Krusell, 2005]. 

2.1.6. The Voltage-Controlled Oscillator 

The heart of the PLL is the oscillator. In this case it is a voltage-controlled 
crystal oscillator (VCXO). It creates a sinusoidal output signal with a 
frequency dependent on the input control voltage (VC). The oscillations are 
created with a crystal and the frequency can be increased or lowered a 
small amount (~150 ppm) by altering the input voltage (hence its name) 
[Johns, 1997], [Krusell, 2005]. An adjustment of +1 ppm means that the 
VCXOs output frequency is increased 1 ppm relative the VCXOs nominal 
frequency 

6

min

min 10*
alno

alnonew
ppm f

ff
adjustment

−
=  

if fnew - fnominal = 1 kHz and fnominal = 30.72 MHz, the adjustment in parts-per-
million is 32.5 ppm. 
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2.2. Modulation Bandwidth 

2.2.1. Overview 

One of the specifications used when designing a PLL is the loop 
modulation bandwidth (BWmod). If the input reference signal, fREF, is 
frequency modulated (FM) the signal used for modulation will replace VC. 
Thus, if the FM-signal is a sinusoidal signal with a frequency of 5 Hz, so will 
VC be. The BWmod is defined as the frequency where the amplitude of the 
signal has decreased with factor of –3dB (or 1/√2) compared to its 
amplitude at a low frequency (1 Hz or lower). The BWmod depends on the 
characteristics (gain factors) of the components of the PLL [Gardner, 1979] 
[Johns, 1997], [Krusell, 2004], [Krusell, 2005]. 

2.2.2. Loop Filter 

A typical second order loop filter schematic is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2   Simplified loop filter schematics. 

The gain can then be defined: 

1

2

*

*1
)(

Ts

Ts
sG

+=  

where the time constants are 

CRT

CRT

*

*

22

11

=
=

 [Gardner, 1979], [Krusell, 2004]. 

2.2.3. Open-Loop Gain, Bandwidth and Phase margin 

The open-loop gain is defined as: 

N

KKsGK
sG VCODCPD

OL

π2***)(*
)( = . 

If 

π2*** VCODCPD KKKK =  

then 
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N

K

Ts

Ts
sGOL *

*

*1
)(

1
2

2+= . 

The open-loop bandwidth is defined by the frequency f0 [Hz] where GOL(s) 
has dropped to unity (=1) if T2 = 0 





=
=

0

1)(

2

0

T

GOL ω
. 

Thus 

1
0 *TN

K=ω  

and 

π
ω
*2

0
0 =f . 

The crossover frequency is defined as the frequency fc [Hz] where GOL(s) 
has dropped to unity (=1), see Figure 3. 





=
=
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fG cOL

*

1)**2(

22

π
.
 

This gives 

1*4*2* 42
0 ++= ξξff c  

where ξ  is the damping factor defined as 

0
2 *

2
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Figure 3   Open Loop Gain as a function of frequency. 

The phase margin (φm) [rad] is defined at the crossover frequency fc (Figure 
3) 

)*(tan 2
1

0 Tcm ωϕ −= . 

If additional low-pass filters are introduced to the loop the phase margin will 
be somewhat affected. For a simple RC-filter with cut-off frequency fLP the 
impact will be 

)(tan 1
1

LP

c
m f

f−−=ϕ  [Gardner, 1979], [Krusell, 2004]. 
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2.2.4. Closed-Loop Gain and Modulation Bandwidth 

If phase in (φIN) and phase out (φOUT) are defined as the input and output 
signals of the PLL the closed loop gain can be found using  
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=
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N
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This gives 
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which can be rewritten as 

2
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=

ss

s
NsH . 

The closed-loop bandwidth, or modulation bandwidth, is the frequency f3dB 
at which the absolute value of the closed-loop gain has dropped a factor 
0.707 (or -3 dB). It is defined as 

( ) 11*21*2*
222

03 ++++= ξξff dB . 

If ξ  > 2 the approximation 

03 **2 ff dB ξ=  

is valid. This may also be described as 

N

KKK

R

R
f VCOPDDC

dB

**
*

1

2
3 = . 

This shows that the modulation bandwidth of the PLL is proportional to the 
VCXOs tuning sensitivity, KVCO [Gardner, 1979], [Krusell, 2004]. This 
important fact is used in the solution of the problem. 
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3. Theoretical Solution 

This chapter describes a possible solution and the theoretical reasoning 
behind it. 

3.1. Concept 

3.1.1. Overview 

The main problem is keeping a PLLs modulation bandwidth constant when 
one of the factors in the bandwidth expression varies. The source of the 
variations is the VCXOs tuning sensitivity, KVCO. These are caused by 
manufacturing processes. By introducing extra circuits to the PLL the 
individuality of the VCXO can be removed. To the PLL, all VCXOs will 
appear to be “ideal”, with a predefined KVCO. 

 

Figure 4   The modified PLL with extra circuits. 

The extra circuits in Figure 4 (compared to Figure 1) are a measure circuit 
and a correction circuit. The measure circuit measures the tuning sensitivity 
of the individual VCXO by forcing the phase detector to its maximum and 
minimum output; the oscillator will then produce its fMAX and fMIN. These are 
used to calculate the tuning sensitivity. A correctional factor needed to 
make the KVCO “ideal” is then calculated. This factor, converted to a binary 
number A, is used for programming a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC). 
The DAC is used as an adjustable attenuator in the correction circuit. 

The correction circuit adjusts the control signal to the VCXO. The signal is 
amplified or attenuated depending on the deviation from ideal tuning 
sensitivity. This makes the VCXO–correction circuit–measure circuit block 
appear as an ideal VCXO to the rest of the system. Thus, no additional 
modification of the loop is necessary in order to compensate for deviant 
oscillators. The measurements of KVCO and programming of the DAC is 
done once, at power on (or after power cycling). 

3.1.2. Theoretical Reasoning 

The theoretical solution was developed using the following assumptions of 
the operation of the VCXO and its supporting circuits. 

• The system power supply is ±5 V. 
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• The oscillator can utilise the entire [0, +5] V range as input. 

• The oscillator has its nominal frequency, f0 = 30.72 MHz when the 
control signal VC = 2.5 V. 

• The minimum output frequency is at 0V input and maximum at +5V. 

• The tuning sensitivity of the oscillator may deviate from nominal by a 
factor of [1/2.5, 2.5]. 

• The output frequency deviation is linear and symmetrical around the 
nominal frequency. 

The possible variations in tuning sensitivity are illustrated in Figure 5 (not 
true scale). 

 
Figure 5   Variations in oscillator tuning sensitivity.1 ideal, 2 too high, 3 too low. 

Figure 5, curve 1 illustrates the tuning curve of an ideal VCXO whilst figure 
5, curve 2 shows an oscillator with higher sensitivity and figure 5, curve 3 
an oscillator with lower sensitivity. Note that at Vc = 2.5 V the oscillators 
have the same output frequency; this is the nominal frequency of the 
oscillator, fNOM. 

In the case of an oscillator with too high sensitivity the gain (KVCO) must be 
lowered and in the case of too low sensitivity it must be increased. This can 
be accomplished by removing the +2.5 V bias and then attenuate, for an 
oscillator with too high gain, or amplify, for an oscillator with too low gain, 
the control voltage. 
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As shown in Chapter 2.2.5, the modulation bandwidth of the PLL is 
proportional to the tuning sensitivity (KVCO). Assume that a correctional 
factor, KCORR, dependent on the actual KVCO such that 

VCOrealCORRVCOideal KKK *=  

is introduced to the loop. By adjusting KCORR, the bandwidth can be kept 
constant. To calculate KCORR, first the KVCOreal must be calculated. If KVCOreal 
is assumed to be linear, it can be calculated from the fMAX and fMIN of the 
oscillator. 

( )
6

minmax

10*
* NOMCC

MINMAX
VCOreal fVV

ff
K

−
−

=  [ppm/V]. 

KCORR can then be calculated. 

VCOreal

VCOideal
CORR K

K
K =  ∈[1/2.5, 2.5] 

In order to use KCORR to program the DAC it must be an integer (in the 
implementation the number is 12 bits long). The conversion is done with the 
formula 

75.2

4096
*CORRKA = , ∈[595, 3723] or [001001010011,111010001011]. 

The formula is a simple multiplication with a large factor (~1489). This 
factor is the inverted amplification of the DAC and the post-DAC amplifier 
(see Chapter 3.1.3 for details). In short, the effect is that the expression 

75.2*
4096

*mod

A
VV ∆∆ =  

is simplified to 

CORRKVV *mod ∆∆ = . 
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3.1.3. Correction Circuit 

The correction circuit adjusts the control voltage of the oscillator, VC, by a 
factor KCORR. Since this factor is different for different VCXOs, it must be 
adjustable. This can be achieved with a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). 
The DAC must be of a type where an input reference voltage can be 
attenuated by a factor dependent on digital input. Since this DAC only can 
attenuate the input signal, an amplifier must also be used to facilitate both 
attenuation and amplification of the input signal (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6   Principle of Correction Circuit. 

As the VCXO has its nominal frequency at +2.5 V, this bias (VBIAS) must be 
removed before the DAC. This is done with a summing amplifier. 

BIASC VVV −=∆ . 

For the actual correction a DAC attenuator changes V∆ with a factor, 
depending on the individual VCXO, between 1/6.88 and 1/1.10. The 
change is controlled with a number A ∈[595, 3723] [AD, 1997]. 

4096
*mod

A
VV ∆∆ =   

Since the desired change is [1/2.5, 2.5] the signal V∆mod must be amplified 
2.75 times. Last, a summing amplifier re-adds VBIAS [Molin, 2001] 

BIASC VVV += ∆ modmod *75.2 . 

Thus, the complete signal adjustment is 

( ) BIASBIASCC V
A

VVV +





 −=

4096
*75.2*mod  

with 

[ ]
[ ]

VV

A

VV

BIAS

C

5.2

3723,595

5,0

=
∈
∈

. 
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3.1.4. Measure Circuit 

The purpose of the measure circuit is to measure the KVCOreal (tuning 
sensitivity) of the VCXO and calculate the necessary correction factor 
needed to correct eventual deviations from KVCOideal (see Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7   Principle of Operation for Measure Circuit. 

When the circuit receives the calibration signal it enters mode Measure. 
This mode sets the correction circuit to “neutral” (no modification of input 
signal). Then it enters sub-mode Max where the phase detector is set to 
produce an output that results in the VCXO generating its maximum 
frequency. This frequency is measured and stored for later use. Sub-mode 
Min works in a similar fashion except that the phase detector instead 
generates output that results in the minimum frequency being generated. 
This is also measured and stored. Next, in mode Calculate, KCORR is 
calculated and converted to a (12-bit) binary number, A, used to program 
the DAC in the correction circuit. The circuit then signals completion and 
returns to mode Idle. 
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3.2. Theoretical Modulation Bandwidth 

By using the non-simplified formula for the closed-loop bandwidth in 
Chapter 2 and the circuits described in Chapter 3 the theoretical bandwidth 
of the modified PLL can be calculated. The bandwidth is plotted for some 
values of KCORR in the interval [0.4, 2.5] in Figure 8. 

BW=f(Kdac)
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Figure 8   Theoretical bandwidth of the PLL in Hz. 

As Figure 8 shows, the bandwidth can theoretically be adjusted between 3 
and 17 Hz. However, it is of more interest whether the altered bandwidth is 
symmetrical around KCORR = 1 or not. 

By using the equation 











=

=

=
=

1,

,
10, log*20

KcorrHz

XKcorrHz
XKcorrdB BW

BW
BW  

the bandwidth can be plotted in dB, see Figure 9. 
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BW=f(Kdac)
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Figure 9   Theoretical bandwidth in dB. 

As shown in Figure 9, by adjusting KCORR between [0.4, 2.5] (1/2.5 to 2.5) 
the bandwidth can be increased or decreased with up to ±8 dB relative 
KCORR = 1. All calculated values and component constants are found in 
Appendix II. 
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4. Implementation 

This chapter describes the implementation of the theoretical solution 
developed in Chapter 3. 

4.1. System 

4.1.1. Overview 

The system consists of three distinct parts. 

• A timing unit board made by Ericsson (TU). 

• A FPGA evaluation board (FPGA). 

• A custom made board containing the correction circuit (CC). 

The base of the complete system is a timing unit board made by Ericsson 
AB [Appendix I]. This board contains among other circuits the PLL used for 
testing the system. The TU was adapted to the new system by: 

• Disabling the original phase detector by removing the 
capsule containing its D-flip-flops.  

• Reconnecting the PD input signals (fREF and fVCO) to the 
proper inputs on the FPGA [Appendix I] and the FPGA 
output signals (PDH and PDL) to the TU board. 

• Inserting the CC [Appendix I] into the control signal path by 
removing a resistor (remounted on the CC) and connecting 
its solder pads to the input and output terminals of the CC. 

• The output signal of the VCXO, fOUT, was connected to the 
FPGA.  

The modified system is shown in Figure 10 with a detailed picture of the 
PLL in Figure 11. The small circle in Figure 11 indicates the removed 
resistor and the removed PD capsule was located under the “fpd” label.
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Figure 10   The implemented system connected to the TU board. 

 

 
Figure 11   The modified PLL. 
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4.2. Correction Circuit 

4.2.1. Overview 

The correction circuit is implemented with discrete components and wire 
connections. Some additional circuits were needed compared to the 
theoretical model. These are low pass filters and decoupling capacitors. An 
overview of the schematic is shown in Figure 12 and a photo of the circuits 
in Figure 13. More detailed figures of the schematics are found later in the 
chapter. 

 
Figure 12   Electrical schematic of the correction circuit. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 13   Implemented correction circuit. 
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4.2.2. Input Circuits and Bias Subtraction 

Figure 14 shows the input stage of the CC and the power supply 
decoupling capacitors. 

 
Figure 14   Correction circuit, detail 1, input stage. 

 

As described in Chapter 4.1.1, a 33 Ω resistor was removed from the TU to 
insert the CC into the loop. This resistor is replaced by R13. Initial 
measurements showed a high level of unwanted noise (> 200 mV) on the 
input signal. This can be explained by the relative long, unshielded wires 
used to connect the CC to the TU and the high level of noise generated by 
surrounding equipment in the lab. Thus a simple low pass filter (R11 and 
C4) was added to the input circuit. The filter has a bandwidth of 

kHz
CR

f LP 106
4*11**2

1 ==
π

, 

well above the operational frequency of the PLL but low enough to reduce 
the input noise significantly [Molin 2001]. 

The input amplifier is a JFET, low-offset operational amplifier [Appendix I] 
[TI, 1997] utilised as a summing amplifier. 







 +−= −∆ V

R

R
V

R

R
V C *

2

3
*

1

3
 

Thus VC is lowered 2.5 V and phase shifted 180°, 

VVV c 5.2−=− ∆ . 
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4.2.3. Signal Adjustment, Digital-to-Analog Converter 

Figure 15 shows the schematic of the DAC circuits. The selected DAC 
[Appendix I] requires some additional circuits to function properly. The 
schematic and component values are described in its data sheet            
[AD, 1997]. The amplifier is a JFET, low-offset operational amplifier         
[TI, 1997]. 

 
Figure 15   Correction circuit, detail 2, DAC schematic. 

With this schematic the DAC operates as an adjustable attenuator. 

REFOUT V
A

V *
4096

−=  

where 

)0:11(
mod

DBA

VV

VV

OUT

REF

=
=
=

∆

∆

 

Again, a 180° phase shift takes place 

∆∆ =− V
A

V *
4096mod . 
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The value of A is calculated by the measure circuit and depends on the 
tuning curve of the individual VCXO. A is limited to values between 
[595,3723] thus the attenuation can vary between [1/6.9, 1/1.1], i.e. 
amplification between [0.145, 0.909]. The value of A is programmed into 
the DAC by the inputs DB(11:0), DB11 MSB, if both CS’ and WR’ are LOW 
(0V). The load sequence takes approximately 300 ns [AD, 1997]. 

4.2.4. Amplification 

Because the DAC only attenuates the signal and desired operation includes 
attenuation and amplification cases, an amplifier is needed. The amplifier 
and the output stage is shown in Figure 16 

 
Figure 16   Correction circuit, detail 3 amplification and output stage schematic. 

The post-DAC amplifier is a simple inverting amplifier with an amplification 
of 2.75 and a capacitor in parallel to avoid amplifying high frequency noise. 
Because the amplifier works in series with the DAC, the total 
attenuation/amplification is between [0.4, 2.5] (or [1/2.5, 2.5]). Since the 
amplifier is of an inverter, a 180° phase shift takes place. The capacitor is 
used to remove unwanted noise [Molin, 2001] 

INOUT VV *75.2=−  

where 

mod

mod*75.2

∆

∆

=
−=

VV

VV

IN

OUT  

4.2.5. Bias Addition and Output Circuits 

To re-add the removed bias another summing amplifier is used (shown in 
Figure 17). It functions as the first summing amplifier but with a capacitor to 
avoid high frequency noise [Molin, 2001]. 
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VVVC 5.2*75.2 modmod +=− ∆  

Finally a low-pass filter with a bandwidth of 106 kHz removes any 
remaining high frequency noise. 

4.2.6. Complete Circuit 

The total effect on the input signal is 

( ) −− +





 −= VVV

A
V cC *5.0*5.0*

4096
*75.2mod  

where 

[ ]
[ ]

VV

VV

VVV

C

CC

5

5,0

5.2,4.0*mod

=
+∈

∈

−

 

In total, four 180° phase shifts takes place, thus the output have the same 
phase as the input. During some high frequency tests, the phase of the 
output lags behind the input. This does not affect normal, low frequency 
operation.  
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4.3. Measure Circuit 

This chapter describes the function of the measure circuit and its sub-
blocks. Each sub-chapter describes the function of a block. The algorithms 
are described using flowcharts and the in/output signals are listed in tables. 
The VHDL code used for implementing the various blocks are found in 
Appendix III. 

4.3.1. Overview 

The measure circuit is implemented in a Field-Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA) using the Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description 
Language (VHDL). The FPGA along with supporting circuits and 
components was mounted on an evaluation board, see Appendix I. Also 
included in the FPGA is the modified phase detector of the PLL. 

 
Figure 17   Overview of the measure circuit (detailed figures follow). 

4.3.2. Input Signals for Measure Circuit 

The top level VHDL block (i.e. the container of the sub-blocks) is called 
Top. The input signals to Top (i.e. to measure circuit) are listed in Table 1 
[Appendix III, Top]: 

 

Table 1   Input signals of the measure circuit. 

Signal From Function 

iReset External input System reset, active 
HIGH 

iFinCounter Oscillator output buffer Counter input (~30.72 
MHz) 

iFref TU board (external) Reference signal (8 kHz) 

iClock FPGA board PLL System clock (50 MHz) 

iFvco_PhD Frequency divider (TU) Feedback signal from the 
oscillator, divided by N to 
8 kHz 
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Figure 18   Measure circuit, detail 1 

 

4.3.3. The Sample Frequency Divider 

This block, FsmplDiv, creates a control signal used in the counter block. It 
divides the input reference signal, iFref, to Fsmpl, a lower frequency signal. 
Fsmpl is a clock signal of 0.8 Hz with an 80/20-duty cycle (1 s HIGH and 
0.25 s LOW). This signal is used for enabling the frequency counter. It also 
generates FsmplNegFlank, a single HIGH pulse signal, whenever Fsmpl 
goes LOW. This is used by the Registers and Calculate blocks to indicate 
when Counter is disabled. A flow-chart of the operation of the circuit is 
found in Figure 19 and its signals in Table 2. The VHDL is listed in 
Appendix III, FsmplDiv. 

 

Table 2   Input and output signals of FsmplDiv. 

Input Signal From Function 

Fref External input Reference frequency 

Reset External input System reset 

 

Output Signal 

Signal To Function 

FsmplNegFlank Registers and Calculate End of measurement 

Fsmpl Counter Enable counter 
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Figure 19   Flowchart of the sample frequency divider. 
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4.3.4. The Frequency Counter 

This counter is used for measuring the output frequency of the oscillator. It 
counts the positive edges in the iFinCounter signal if Fsmpl is HIGH. 
Because it measures for 1 s, the number of positive edges equals the 
frequency of the input signal. The output signal, CounterValue (26 bits), 
contains the measurement. If CounterReset is set HIGH, the internal 
registers of the counter are set to LOW (i.e. zero). The algorithm of counter 
is found in Figure 20 and the signals in Table 3. The VHDL is listed in 
Appendix III, Counter. 

 

Table 3   Input and output signals of counter. 

Input Signal From Function 

CounterReset External input and 
Counter 

Counter reset to 0 

Fin External oscillator Signal to be measured 

Fsmpl FsmplDiv Sample frequency 

 

Output Signal To Function 

CounterValue (26) Registers Value of measurement 

 

 
Figure 20   Flowchart of counter. 
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Figure 21   Measure circuit, detail 2. 

4.3.5. The Registers 

The circuit Registers records the maximum and minimum frequencies of 
the VCXO. It reads the counter output signal CounterValue when the signal 
FsmplNegFlank goes HIGH. The value is stored in either the Fmax or Fmin 
register depending on if Max or Min is HIGH. After both values have been 
recorded, the signal Done is set HIGH. The signal Reset clears all internal 
registers (i.e. set all to zeros). A flow-chart is found in Figure 22, the signals 
in Table 4 and the VHDL in Appendix III, Registers. 
 

Table 4   Input and output signals of registers. 

Input Signal From Function 

Reset External input System reset 

Clock Local system System Clock 

FsmplNegFlank FsmplDiv Indicates end of 
measurement 

Max Calculate Select register “max” 

Min Calculate Select register “min” 

CounterValue (25) Counter Value of frequency 
measurement 

 

Output Signal To Function 

Done Calculate Indicates frequency 
(max/min) saved 

Fmax (25) Divider Measured max frequency 

Fmin (25) Divider Measured min frequency 
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Figure 22   Flowchart of registers. 
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4.3.6. The Delay Circuit 

The programming of the DAC in the correction circuit takes about 400 ns. 
The delay circuit, delay, creates this timing delay which halts the system 
during the programming. When a HIGH pulse is detected in the SDelay 
signal an internal counter starts which delays the output signal SDelayDone 
for 80 ms (actually only 400 ns are needed, but 80 ms makes the process 
easier to view and detect). The Reset signal halts eventual delays running 
and resets the circuit. A flowchart is found in Figure 23 and the input and 
output signals in Table 5. The VHDL is found in Appendix III, Delay. 

 

Table 5   Input and output signals of delay. 

Input Signal From Function 

Reset External input System reset 

Clock Local system System Clock 

SDelay Calculate Starts delay loop 

 

Output Signal To Function 

SdivDone Calculate Indicates end of delay 
loop 
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Figure 23   Flowchart of delay. 
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4.3.7. The Divider Circuit 

The Divider calculates the needed adjustment factors KVCOreal, KCORR and A. 
However, since KCORR and A depend on KVCOreal the calculations can be 
combined to one, thus only A needs to be calculated. 

( )
MINMAX

NOMMINMAXVCOideal

MINMAX

VCOreal

VCOideal
CORR

ff

VConvNumfVVK

ff

K

K
KA

−
=

−
−

=

===

5

75.2*10

4096***
*

1

75.2

4096
*

75.2

4096
*
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Since only fMAX and fMIN are non-constant, the calculation simplifies to a 
constant (ConvNum5V), divided by a subtraction. This simplifies the 
implementation in VHDL, as the constant can be calculated beforehand and 
hard-coded into the circuit. By measurements of a PLL on a timing unit 
board and reading specifications it was found that (assuming that the tuning 
sensitivity of the VCXO mounted in the PLL is “ideal”): 

150958085

72.30

5

/66

=








=
=−

=
VConvNum

MHzf

VVV

VppmK

NOM

MINMAX

VCOideal

 

The divide operation is implemented with integer division. The algorithm 
used is shown in Figure 24. It subtracts the divisor from the dividend, 
updates the dividend to be the result and increases a variable (div) by one. 
This is repeated until the divisor is bigger than the dividend. When this 
happens, the division is complete and the value of div is the result. This 
value (KCORR converted to the binary number A) is then used to program the 
DAC. A rather complex formula has thus been reduced to repeated addition 
and subtraction. The VHDL is found in Appendix III, Divider 23 and the 
input and output signals in Table 6. 

If there are errors in the input data (i.e. fMIN > fMAX or no data) the divider 
enters a fail-safe mode where the DAC is programmed with KCORR = 1. This 
mode was used in the measurements of the modulation bandwidth. This 
was the simplest way of programming the DAC with predefined values 
(without creating new circuits). 
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Table 6   Input and output signals of divider. 

Input Signal From Function 

SDivide Calculate Starts calculation 

Reset External input System reset 

Clock Local system System Clock 

Fmax (25) Registers Measured maximum 
frequency 

Fmin (25) Registers Measured minimum 
frequency 

 

Output Signal To Function 

SDivDone Calculate Indicates end of 
calculation 

DivOut (12)  Calculate Result of calculation 
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Figure 24   Flowchart of divider. 
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Figure 25   Measure circuit, detail 3. 

4.3.8. The Calculate Circuit 

At first, calculate was meant to contain the logic for calculation of KCORR, 
hence its name. However, it evolved to a pure control function that 
regulates the operation of the other circuits and the programming of the 
DAC. It is implemented as a state machine. When the calibration signal 
(SCalibrate) goes HIGH the DAC is programmed with a value that puts the 
correction circuit in “neutral” (i.e. amplification = 1). Then the phase 
detector is put in measure-mode and is set to produce the output needed to 
create fMAX. Max is set HIGH so that registers will store it in the correct 
register. When the measurement is done and recorded, indicated by the 
signal RegDone, the phase detector is set to produce the output for fMIN. 
After this measurement, the phase detector is reset to normal operation 
and divider is sent its start signal (SDivide). When the calculation is 
complete, signalled by SDivDone, the DAC is programmed with the correct 
value of A and the done signal is sent (SDone) before the circuit returns to 
idle mode. A flowchart detailing the algorithm of calculate is found in Figure 
26 and the input and output signals in Table 7. The VHDL is found in 
Appendix III, Calculate. 
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Table 7    Input and output signals of calculate. 

Input Signal (active HIGH 
unless noted) 

From Function 

Clock Local system System clock 

Reset External input System reset 

SCalibrate External input Starts calibration 

RegDone Registers Indicates frequency 
(max/min) saved 

SDelayDone Delay Indicates end of delay 

SDivDone Divider Indicates calculation 
complete  

FsmplNegFlank FsmplDiv Indicates end of 
measurement 

 

Output Signal (active 
HIGH unless noted) 

To Function 

LD1, 3, 4, 5 7 External LEDs Status signals 

SDelay Delay Starts delay loop 

SDivide Divider Starts calculation 

Max Registers Select register “max” 

Min Registers Select register “min” 

CS (active LOW) External DAC Chip select 

CounterReset Counter Reset the counter to 0 

SDone External LED Indicates end of 
calibration 

WR (active LOW) External DAC Write enable 

Cmd_measure Phase Detector Enables measurement  

Rst1 Phase Detector Reset1 (to Dff) 

Rst2 Phase Detector Reset2 (to Dff) 

Set1 Phase Detector Set1 (to Dff) 

Set2 Phase Detector Set2 (to Dff) 

Aout(12) External DAC Data bus to DAC  
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Figure 26   Flowchart of calculate. 
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4.3.9. The Phase Detector Circuit 

The phase detector originally used in the PLL uses two D-flip-flops and a 
NAND-gate to generate two output signals, PDH and PDL. These signals 
are square-wave clock signals whose duty cycle depends on the phase 
error (i.e. the difference in phase between fREF and fOUT, see Chapter 2). 
PDH is used when the phase of the oscillator is ahead of the reference 
signal and PDL when it is behind. These outputs are then integrated into a 
DC voltage by the loop filter and used to control the oscillator. PDH 
increases the control voltage and PDL lowers it. 

Because the modified PLL must be able to produce the maximum and 
minimum frequencies of the VCXO, the phase detector was modified to 
allow for direct control of the output. By selecting the proper control signals 
the output can be forced so that PDH is constant 1 and PDL constant 0 and 
vice versa, see Table 8. Figure 27 shows the schematic of the phase 
detector after the VHDL (found in Appendix III, phase detector) have been 
synthesised.  

 

Table 8   Control signals of the phase detector and their effect. 

Signal Value Result 

Set1 

Set2 

Rst1 

Rst2 

Cmd_measure 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

PDH=1 

PDL=0 

fVCO=max 

Set1 

Set2 

Rst1 

Rst2 

Cmd_measure 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

PDH=0 

PDL=1 

fVCO=min 

Set1 

Set2 

Rst1 

Rst2 

Cmd_measure 

1 

1 

Z (HIGH impedance) 

Z (HIGH impedance) 

0 

Normal operation 
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In normal operation mode the phase detector works by using fREF and fVCO 
to clock two D-flip-flops with constant 1 as input. Set (active LOW) is kept 
constant 1 (inactive). If the outputs of the flip-flops are equal (i.e. inputs with 
the same phase) the NAND gate on the outputs will reset (active LOW) the 
flip-flops. Thus PDH and PDL will be 0 as long as the inputs are in phase. 
When in measurement mode (cmd_measure = HIGH) the outputs is kept 
constant as shown in Table 8. 

 

 
Figure 27   Schematic of phase detector (post-synthesis). 
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5. Measurements and Verifications 

This chapter describes the various measurements made to verify the 
function of the system and its components. A list of the tools used is found 
in Appendix I. 

5.1. The Correction Circuit 

To verify the function of the correction circuit a low frequency signal was 
used as input while the output signal as well as some internal signals was 
monitored. The input signal was a 10 Hz sinusoidal signal with amplitude of 
+5 V and a +2.5 V bias voltage. This type of signal was used because it will 
contain all the voltage levels used during normal operation. 

5.1.1. Unmodified Control Signal 

First the DAC is programmed with KCORR = 1. The output (Ch4) should thus 
be exactly as the input (Ch3) signal. The signal in Ch1 is the output of the 
first summing amplifier (the input - 2.5 V). The signal in Ch2 is the output of 
the amplifier with a gain of 2.75 (the signal after attenuation-amplification). 
The phase shifts (180°) is clearly shown (the DAC-amplifier pair contains 
two shifts). 

 

Table 9   Signal legend for CC measurements. 

Signal Colour (Channel) 

1st Sum-amp (-2.5V) Green (Ch1) 

Amplifier (*2.75) Blue (Ch2) 

VC_input Red (Ch3) 

VCmod_output Purple (Ch4) 
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Figure 28   Correction circuit with Kcorr = 1. GND at arrow.  

As seen in Figure 28, the output does not match the input exactly. The last 
amplifier (the second summing amplifier) cannot produce a 5 V output, but 
saturates at 4.7 V. The cut-off can be removed by changing the amplifier to 
a better one. A more subtle error is that signal in Ch2 (blue) has a 
somewhat lower amplitude then signal in Ch1 (green); the source of this 
error is the post-DAC amplifier which have a somewhat smaller gain then 
specified. This can be remedied by adjusting the resistors of the amplifier. It 
is however uncertain if this error have any effect on the function of the 
circuit. 
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5.1.2. Maximum Attenuation 

With KCORR = 0.4 the output should be 1/2.5 times the input. In Figure 29 
the operation of the different amplifier stages are clearly shown. First the 
bias is removed, then the attenuation-amplification (total gain = 0.4) and 
last the re-adding of the bias. 

 
Figure 29   Correction circuit with Kcorr = 0.4 
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5.1.3. Maximum Amplification 

Figure 30 may look troublesome. Some of the signals are cut-off and 
almost square waves. One should remember that the DC level of the output 
signal is the important parameter. The last amplifier cuts off the maximum 
output at ~4.7 V and minimum output is ~-2 V. However, whilst the VCXO 
was assumed to work up to +5 V in reality it is only guarantied to work up to 
around 4.7 V. A negative input voltage has the same effect as an input of 0 
(zero) V. Therefore, the cut-offs does not interfere with the function of the 
circuit. 

 
Figure 30   Correction circuit with Kcorr = 2.5. 
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5.2. The Phase Detector 

The operation of the phase detector was verified by observation of its input 
and output signals on an oscilloscope. 

 

Table 10   Signal legend for phase detector measurements. 

Signal Colour (Channel) 

PDL Green (Ch1) 

PDH Blue (Ch2) 

fVCO Red (Ch3) 

fREF Purple (Ch4) 

 

Figure 31 shows the phase detector during normal operation and with the 
VCXO-output lagging in phase. Note that the pulse-width of PDL equals the 
phase error. 

 

 

Figure 31   Phase detector output during phase lag error. 

 

In Figure 32 the VCXO-output is leading in phase. The pulse-width of PDH 
indicates the size of the phase error. 
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Figure 32   Phase detector output during phase lead error. 

 

When the PLL have achieved phase-lock, only small adjustments are 
needed to stay in locked mode, see Figures 33, 34 and 35. 

 
Figure 33   Small phase lag error. 
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Figure 34   Small phase lead error. 

 

 
Figure 35   Reference and output signals in phase. 
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5.3. Modulation Bandwidth 

5.3.1. Method of Measurement 

The measurement of the bandwidth of the modified PLL was made using 
two signal generators and an oscilloscope. The first generator was used to 
create the reference-frequency input. This signal was then frequency-
modulated with the second signal generator as the data source. The 
deviation of the modulated signal will then be equal to the data signal. This 
will affect the oscillator control voltage, VC, which will oscillate with the 
frequency of the data signal.  

This simple algorithm was used for the measurements. 

1. Program the DAC with a specific KCORR. 

2. Measure the amplitude of the control voltage at a low frequency (1 
Hz) and use this value as a reference (Figure 36, left). 

3. Increase the data signals frequency until the amplitude of the 

control voltage has dropped with a factor of 
2

1
 (Figure 36, right). 

This frequency equals the bandwidth of the loop for this KCORR. 

4. Change KCORR and repeat. 

 
Figure 36   Bandwidth measurement. Left, signal amplitude at 1 Hz, right at 5.5 Hz. 

The bandwidth was measured for a number of different KCORR between [0.4, 
2.5]. The result was compared to the theoretically calculated bandwidth, 
see Figure 37. At first, the measured bandwidth did not match the 
theoretical, especially for high values of KCORR where the measured 
bandwidth was much larger than calculated. Investigations into this 
discovered that the PLL had several low-pass filters in the loop integrator 
and loop amplifier. This resulted in the phase margin becoming too small 
which increased the bandwidth at high KCORR. The problem was remedied 
by redesigning the filters to higher cut-off frequencies. The new 
measurements fit the theoretical values reasonably well. For a table with all 
measurements see Appendix II. 
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Figure 37   Measured and calculated bandwidth [Hz]. 

Whilst the actual bandwidth in Hertz is somewhat interesting, the deviation 
in bandwidth relative to the bandwidth at KCORR = 1 is more useful since it 
shows the symmetry of the bandwidth adjustment. The bandwidth was 
converted to dB with this formula: 
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Figure 38   Measured and calculated bandwidth relative Kcorr = 1 (BW = 0 dB) [dB]. 
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As shown in Figure 38, the actual deviation matches the theoretical rather 
well and is symmetrical around KCORR = 1. This means that the modified 
PLL can be adjusted to compensate for both types of KVCO deviation. A PLL 
with a VCXO with too high KVCO will have too much bandwidth and the 
compensation for the KVCO-deviation will reduce the bandwidth and vice 
versa for a PLL with a VCXO with too low KVCO. 
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5.4. Oscillator Tuning Curve 

Since the VCXO in the 30.72 MHz PLL on the TU was selected to 
represent the “ideal” tuning sensitivity in the implemented solution it is of 
interest to know its sensitivity. It was measured by means of adjusting the 
input reference frequency and thus adjusting the control voltage of the 
VCXO. The output frequency was then measured. 

Tuning Curve VCXO 

30.71
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30.714

30.716
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30.72
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30.724

30.726

30.728

0.03 0.29 0.59 0.91 1.24 1.59 1.93 2.26 2.58 2.88 3.16 3.44 3.71 3.99 4.27 4.57 4.87
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F
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u
t 
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Figure 39   Measured tuning curve of VCXO. 

As shown in Figure 39, the tuning curve is linear in the measured region. 
This was somewhat unexpected since a more “S”-shaped curve was 
expected. However, this supports the theoretical model (which assumes a 
linear curve). A table with all measurements can be found in Appendix II. 

By using the measured values and the linearity of the curve the oscillator 
gain can be calculated. 
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This value was used as KVCOideal in the implementation [Krusell, 2005]. 
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6. Results 

The purpose of this thesis was to develop and test a method of correcting 
variations in the tuning sensitivity of voltage-controlled crystal-oscillators in 
phase-locked loops. These variations cause the modulation bandwidth of 
the loop to fluctuate. Since the PLL containing the VCXO is used in a timing 
unit used in radio base stations strict specifications of the modulation 
bandwidth must be met. 

• A generic, theoretical method has been developed and examined. 
The method is to amplify or attenuate the control voltage of the 
VCXO in order to make the tuning curve appear ideal. Extra circuits 
are added to the loop for measuring the tuning sensitivity of the 
VCXO and to compensate for the deviation. 

• The circuits have been designed and implemented. They are divided 
into two main circuits. The correction circuit amplify or attenuate the 
control voltage of the VCXO. The measure circuit measures the 
tuning sensitivity of the VCXO, calculates the appropriate correction 
and programs the correction circuit accordingly.  

• The correction circuit consists of discrete analog and digital circuits 
mounted on a test board. The measure circuit is developed using 
VHDL and implemented in a FPGA. Also included in the FPGA is a 
modified phase detector necessary for the function of the measure 
circuit. 

• To test the method and implemented circuits a prototype system has 
been implemented using the developed circuits and a modified 
timing unit board containing a PLL with a VCXO. The PLL was 
modified to include the extra circuits. The original phase detector 
was removed and the new circuits were added to the loop. For an 
overview of the PLL before and after modifications consult Figure 1 
and Figure 4. 

• The tests show that it is possible to correct tuning sensitivity 
variations between 0.4 and 2.5 times the ideal sensitivity. The 
bandwidth of the phase-locked loop can be adjusted ±8 dB (between 
2 – 15 Hz) compared to an ideal PLL with a bandwidth of 5.5 Hz. 
These changes are linear and symmetrical around the ideal VCXO 
sensitivity. Thus it is possible to compensate for a large span in 
tuning sensitivity. 

• The total time needed to measure the oscillator and program the 
correction circuit is around 2.6 seconds. The most time consuming 
process is the measurements of maximum and minimum frequency, 
these measurements take 1 s each. 

.
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7. Discussion 

The main question, if it is possible to adjust the tuning sensitivity of an 
oscillator to remove variations between different VCXOs and thus secure 
the bandwidth of the circuit, has been answered positively. A working 
method has been developed and tested. However, some 
questions/problems remain. 

• The automatic measurement of the VCXO tuning sensitivity has 
some flaw which makes it malfunction. It seems that the problem is 
in the measurement of frequency or the storage of the same. One 
possible error source is the input signal to the counter from the 
oscillator. Another possible error is in the implementation of the 
circuits in VHDL or in the synthesis process. It might also be some 
sort of interface problem between the PLL and the FPGA. This 
problem does not interfere with the main goal of the thesis which 
has been achieved. 

• The method used for measuring the modulation bandwidth of the 
modified PLL was somewhat cumbersome. A simpler method would 
have been to develop a small test circuit for programming the 
correction circuit with different values. 

• It would be interesting to test the method with several different 
VCXO, instead of just one. Tests and calculations shows that the 
method should work but some confirmation would have been nice. 

• If one wants to utilise the correction method but not the measure 
circuit (which might be rather expensive) one can measure the 
KVCOreal of a VCXO after it has been mounted during production and 
then calculate the correction constant and hardwire or store it in the 
circuit. This approach is more cost effective but requires more work 
if the VCXO needs replacing later on. 

. 
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9. Appendix I Hardware and Software 

9.1. Timing Unit Board 

9.1.1. Timing Unit 

119 2140/3 ”Wictoria”, made by Ericsson AB. 

9.2. FPGA 

Xilinx Spartan 3, XC3S200, Starter Kit Board. 

9.3. Correction Circuit 

9.3.1. Digital to Analog Converter 

Analog Devices AD7545 DIP20. 

9.3.2. Operational Amplifiers 

Texas Instruments TL052 DIP8. 

9.4. Measurement Tools 

9.4.1. Oscilloscopes 

Tektronix TDS 754A. 

Tektronix TDS 340A. 

9.4.2. Signal Generators 

Hewlet Packard 8647A. 

Hewlet Packard 33120A. 

9.4.3. Multimeter 

Hewlet Packard 34401A. 

9.4.4. Frequency Counter 

Hewlet Packard 53133A. 

9.5. Software 

9.5.1. VHDL Tools 

Xilinx ISE 7.1i, VHDL development kit. 

Synplicity Synplify Pro 7.7.1, VHDL synthesis tool. 

Mentor Graphics ModelSim XE III 6.0a, VHDL simulation tool. 
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10. Appendix II Calculations and Measurements 

10.1. Theoretical Modulation Bandwidth 

These are the parameters and results from the theoretical calculations of 
the bandwidth. The values of the components are from design 
specifications, data sheets and measurements. 

Table 11   Calculated bandwidth and parameters. 

KDC KVCO [Hz/V] KVCO [rad/V] KFI [V/rad] N R1 [ohm] R2 [ohm]
21,3 2028 12741,924 0,38 3840 1,00E+05 1,50E+05

C1 [F] T1=R1*C1 T2=R2*C1
2,20E-06 2,20E-01 3,30E-01

KDAC K w0 [rad] f0 [Hz] k f3dB=BW
0,333 34343,33324 6,375940702 1,0147924 1,05203 2,603

0,4 41253,25314 6,987987964 1,1122056 1,153018 3,036
0,44 45378,57846 7,329063607 1,1664911 1,209295 3,294
0,5 51566,56643 7,812808057 1,2434837 1,289113 3,681
0,6 61879,87971 8,55850242 1,3621681 1,412153 4,324

0,67 69099,19901 9,043979182 1,4394364 1,492257 4,774
0,7 72193,193 9,244239159 1,4713097 1,525299 4,966
0,8 82506,50628 9,882507352 1,5728963 1,630614 5,608
0,9 92819,81957 10,48198195 1,6683084 1,729527 6,250

1 103133,1329 11,04897911 1,7585515 1,823082 6,892
1,1 113446,4461 11,58826706 1,8443844 1,912064 7,534
1,3 134073,0727 12,59777446 2,0050572 2,078633 8,816
1,5 154699,6993 13,5321805 2,1537769 2,23281 10,099
1,7 175326,3259 14,40610624 2,2928706 2,377008 11,382

2 206266,2657 15,62561611 2,4869674 2,578227 13,306
2,2 226892,8923 16,38828444 2,6083534 2,704067 14,588
2,4 247519,5189 17,11700484 2,7243363 2,824306 15,871
2,5 257832,8321 17,46996991 2,7805141 2,882545 16,512

2,73 281553,4527 18,25590958 2,9056039 3,012225 17,987
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10.2. Measured Modulation Bandwidth 

These are the parameters and measurements of the bandwidth 
measurements. 

Table 12   Measurement of bandwidth. 

DAC DAC (bin) Kcorr Amplitude @ 1Hz [V] Amplitud @ -3dB [V] Frequency = BW [Hz]
496 111101111 0,333 1,26 0,89 2,1
595 1001010011 0,4 1,58 1,12 2,5
661 1010010101 0,44 1,8 1,27 2,7
787 1100010011 0,5 2,08 1,47 3,2
893 1101111101 0,6 2,28 1,61 3,5
991 1111011111 0,67 2,8 1,98 3,9

1042 10000010010 0,7 2,96 2,09 4,1
1191 10010100111 0,8 2,96 2,09 4,5
1230 10011001110 0,9 3,56 2,52 4,9
1489 10111010001 1 3,6 2,55 5,5
1638 11001100110 1,1 3,6 2,55 6
1936 11110010000 1,3 3,52 2,49 7
2233 100010111001 1,5 3,44 2,43 8,6
2531 100111100011 1,7 3,44 2,43 9,6
2978 101110100010 2 4,04 2,86 11,7
3276 110011001100 2,2 4,04 2,86 12,8
3574 110111110110 2,4 4,04 2,86 14,1
3723 111010001011 2,5 4,04 2,86 14,8
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10.3. Tuning Curve Oscillator 
Table 13   Measurement of Kvco. 

Fin [MHz] Vc [V] Fout [MHz]
9,9985 0,029 30,71539
9,9986 0,156 30,7157
9,9987 0,291 30,71601
9,9988 0,435 30,71631
9,9989 0,587 30,71662
9,999 0,745 30,71693

9,9991 0,906 30,71724
9,9992 1,072 30,71754
9,9993 1,243 30,71784
9,9994 1,416 30,71815
9,9995 1,589 30,71846
9,9996 1,76 30,71877
9,9997 1,93 30,71908
9,9998 2,097 30,71939
9,9999 2,26 30,71969

10 2,419 30,72
10,0001 2,575 30,7203
10,0002 2,726 30,72061
10,0003 2,875 30,72092
10,0004 3,02 30,72122
10,0005 3,162 30,72154
10,0006 3,302 30,72184
10,0007 3,441 30,72215
10,0008 3,577 30,72246
10,0009 3,714 30,72276
10,001 3,853 30,72307

10,0011 3,992 30,72338
10,0012 4,131 30,72369
10,0013 4,273 30,72399
10,0014 4,418 30,7243
10,0015 4,567 30,72461
10,0016 4,718 30,72492
10,0017 4,874 30,72522
10,0018 5,034 30,72553  
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11. Appendix III VHDL code 

11.1. Top 
 
--Top.vhd 
--Created spring 2005 by Robert Eklund as a part of MSc thesis  
--"Linearization of voltage-controlled oscillators in phase-locked loops" 
-- 
--Top structure of "measure circuit" 
 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL; 
use ieee.numeric_std.ALL; 
--synopsys translate_off 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.Vcomponents.ALL; 
--synopsys translate_on 
 
entity Top is 
   port ( iClock          : in    std_logic;  
          iFinCounter     : in    std_logic;  
          iFref           : in    std_logic;  
          iFvco_PhD       : in    std_logic;  
          iReset          : in    std_logic;  
          iSCalibrateCalc : in    std_logic;  
          LD1             : out   std_logic;  
          LD3             : out   std_logic;  
          LD4             : out   std_logic;  
          LD5             : out   std_logic;  
          LD7             : out   std_logic;  
          oAoutCalc       : out   std_logic_vector (11 downto 0);  
          oCScalc         : out   std_logic;  
          oHighPhD        : out   std_logic;  
          oLowPhD         : out   std_logic;  
          oSDoneCalc      : out   std_logic;  
          oWRcalc         : out   std_logic); 
end Top; 
 
architecture BEHAVIORAL of Top is 
   signal XLXN_198        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_199        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_200        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_201        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_202        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_204        : std_logic_vector (11 downto 0); 
   signal XLXN_206        : std_logic_vector (25 downto 0); 
   signal XLXN_210        : std_logic_vector (25 downto 0); 
   signal XLXN_215        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_217        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_218        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_220        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_221        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_226        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_227        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_228        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_229        : std_logic; 
   signal XLXN_231        : std_logic; 
 signal CountRst        : std_logic; 
 signal XLXN_245        : std_logic_vector (25 downto 0); 
    
 component calculate 
      port ( Clock         : in    std_logic;  
             Reset         : in    std_logic;  
             SCalibrate    : in    std_logic;  
             RegDone       : in    std_logic;  
             SDelayDone    : in    std_logic;  
             SDivDone      : in    std_logic;  
             Kvot          : in    std_logic_vector (11 downto 0);  
             LD7           : out   std_logic;  
             LD5           : out   std_logic;  
             LD4           : out   std_logic;  
             LD3           : out   std_logic;  
             LD1           : out   std_logic;  
             SDelay        : out   std_logic;  
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             SDivide       : out   std_logic;  
             Max           : out   std_logic;  
             min           : out   std_logic;  
             CS            : out   std_logic;  
             CounterReset  : out   std_logic;  
             SDone         : out   std_logic;  
             WR            : out   std_logic;  
             cmd_measure   : out   std_logic;  
             rst1          : out   std_logic;  
             rst2          : out   std_logic;  
             set1          : out   std_logic;  
             set2          : out   std_logic;  
             Aout          : out   std_logic_vector (11 downto 0);  
             FsmplNegFlank : in    std_logic); 
   end component; 
    
   component phase_dect 
      port ( Fref              : in    std_logic;  
             Fvco              : in    std_logic;  
             cmd_measure       : in    std_logic;  
             rst1              : in    std_logic;  
             rst2              : in    std_logic;  
             set1              : in    std_logic;  
             set2              : in    std_logic;  
             Phase_Detect_High : out   std_logic;  
             Phase_Detect_Low  : out   std_logic); 
   end component; 
    
   component divider 
      port ( SDivide  : in    std_logic;  
             reset    : in    std_logic;  
             Clock    : in    std_logic;  
             Fmax     : in    std_logic_vector (25 downto 0);  
             Fmin     : in    std_logic_vector (25 downto 0);  
             SDivDone : out   std_logic;  
             DivOut   : out   std_logic_vector (11 downto 0)); 
   end component; 
    
   component registers 
      port ( Reset         : in    std_logic;  
             FsmplNegFlank : in    std_logic;  
             Max           : in    std_logic;  
             Min           : in    std_logic;  
             Clock         : in    std_logic;  
             CounterValue  : in    std_logic_vector (25 downto 0);  
             Done          : out   std_logic;  
             Fmax          : out   std_logic_vector (25 downto 0);  
             Fmin          : out   std_logic_vector (25 downto 0)); 
   end component; 
    
   component counter 
      port ( CounterReset : in    std_logic;  
             Fin          : in    std_logic;  
             Fsmpl        : in    std_logic;  
             CounterValue : out   std_logic_vector (25 downto 0)); 
   end component; 
    
   component delay 
      port ( Clock      : in    std_logic;  
             reset      : in    std_logic;  
             SDelay     : in    std_logic;  
             SDelayDone : out   std_logic); 
   end component; 
    
   component fsmpldiv 
      port ( Fref          : in    std_logic;  
             Reset   : in   std_logic; 
     FsmplNegFlank : out   std_logic;  
             Fsmpl         : out   std_logic); 
   end component; 
    
begin 
   CountRst<=XLXN_228 or iReset; 
  
 XLXI_28 : calculate 
      port map (Clock=>iClock, 
                FsmplNegFlank=>XLXN_229, 
                Kvot(11 downto 0)=>XLXN_204(11 downto 0), 
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                RegDone=>XLXN_217, 
                Reset=>iReset, 
                SCalibrate=>iSCalibrateCalc, 
                SDelayDone=>XLXN_220, 
                SDivDone=>XLXN_215, 
                Aout(11 downto 0)=>oAoutCalc(11 downto 0), 
                cmd_measure=>XLXN_202, 
                CounterReset=>XLXN_228, 
                CS=>oCScalc, 
                LD1=>LD1, 
                LD3=>LD3, 
                LD4=>LD4, 
                LD5=>LD5, 
                LD7=>LD7, 
                Max=>XLXN_227, 
                min=>XLXN_226, 
                rst1=>XLXN_201, 
                rst2=>XLXN_200, 
                SDelay=>XLXN_218, 
                SDivide=>XLXN_221, 
                SDone=>oSDoneCalc, 
                set1=>XLXN_199, 
                set2=>XLXN_198, 
                WR=>oWRcalc); 
    
   XLXI_29 : phase_dect 
      port map (cmd_measure=>XLXN_202, 
                Fref=>iFref, 
                Fvco=>iFvco_PhD, 
                rst1=>XLXN_201, 
                rst2=>XLXN_200, 
                set1=>XLXN_199, 
                set2=>XLXN_198, 
                Phase_Detect_High=>oHighPhD, 
                Phase_Detect_Low=>oLowPhD); 
    
   XLXI_30 : divider 
      port map (Clock=>iClock, 
                Fmax(25 downto 0)=>XLXN_245(25 downto 0), 
                Fmin(25 downto 0)=>XLXN_206(25 downto 0), 
                reset=>iReset, 
                SDivide=>XLXN_221, 
                DivOut(11 downto 0)=>XLXN_204(11 downto 0), 
                SDivDone=>XLXN_215); 
    
   XLXI_31 : registers 
      port map (Clock=>iClock, 
                CounterValue(25 downto 0)=>XLXN_210(25 downto 0), 
                FsmplNegFlank=>XLXN_229, 
                Max=>XLXN_227, 
                Min=>XLXN_226, 
                Reset=>iReset, 
                Done=>XLXN_217, 
                Fmax(25 downto 0)=>XLXN_245(25 downto 0), 
                Fmin(25 downto 0)=>XLXN_206(25 downto 0)); 
    
   XLXI_32 : counter 
      port map (CounterReset=>CountRst, 
                Fin=>iFinCounter, 
                Fsmpl=>XLXN_231, 
                CounterValue(25 downto 0)=>XLXN_210(25 downto 0)); 
    
   XLXI_33 : delay 
      port map (Clock=>iClock, 
                reset=>iReset, 
                SDelay=>XLXN_218, 
                SDelayDone=>XLXN_220); 
    
   XLXI_34 : fsmpldiv 
      port map (Fref=>iFref, 
                Reset=>iReset, 
      Fsmpl=>XLXN_231, 
                FsmplNegFlank=>XLXN_229); 
    
end BEHAVIORAL; 
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11.2. Calculate 
--calculate_calc.vhd 
 
--Created spring 2005 by Robert Eklund as a part of MSc thesis  
 
--"Linearization of voltage-controlled oscillators in phase-locked loops" 
 
-- 
 
--"Calculate" circuit, controlls the rest of the circuits and I/O 
 
 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_UNSIGNED.all; 
 
ENTITY calculate IS 
   PORT(       --I/O 
      Clock        : IN     std_logic; --system clock, from extenal pll 50MHz 
      Reset        : IN     std_logic; --reset, from external 
      LD7          : OUT    std_logic;  --status LEDs, external 
 
      LD5     : OUT    std_logic; 
 
      LD4     : OUT    std_logic; 
 
      LD3     : OUT    std_logic;   
 
      LD1     : OUT    std_logic; 
      SCalibrate   : IN     std_logic; --start signal, external 
      RegDone      : IN     std_logic; --registers done, from registers 
      SDelayDone   : IN     std_logic; --delay done, from delay 
      SDivDone     : IN     std_logic; --division done, from divider 
 
      FsmplNegFlank: IN     std_logic; --end of measure, from fsmpldiv 
      SDelay       : OUT    std_logic; --start delay, to delay 
      SDivide      : OUT    std_logic; --start division, to divider 
      Kvot         : IN     std_logic_vector(11 downto 0); --result from divider 
      Aout         : OUT    std_logic_vector (11 DOWNTO 0);--output to DAC, to external 

Max          : OUT    std_logic; --store fmax, to registers                                  
Min          : OUT    std_logic; --store fmin, to registers 

      CS           : OUT    std_logic; --"chip select", to DAC, active low 
      CounterReset : OUT    std_logic; --reset the counter to zero, to counter 
      SDone        : OUT    std_logic; --done signal, to external 
      WR           : OUT    std_logic; --"write enable", to DAC, active low 
      cmd_measure  : OUT    std_logic; --enable the measure mode of the phase detector, to    
phase detector 
      rst1         : OUT    std_logic; --reset1, to phase detector 
      rst2         : OUT    std_logic; --reset2, to phase detector 
      set1         : OUT    std_logic; --set1, to phase detector 
      set2         : OUT    std_logic);--set2, to phase detector 
 
 
END calculate ; 
 
ARCHITECTURE calc OF calculate IS 
Type state_type is 
(st_mIdle,st_mMeasure,st_sMax,st_sMin,st_mCalculate,st_mWait,st_mInit,st_sWaitReg);--states 
signal state: state_type;--state variable 
 
BEGIN 
  process(Clock,Reset,SCalibrate,SDelayDone,SDivDone,RegDone)--,SCalibrate)--statebyte 
    begin 
       
 
  if (Reset='1') then --reset 
      LD7<='1'; 
      state <=st_mIdle; 
 
  elsif (rising_edge(Clock)) then 
         LD7<='0'; 
 
   case state is     --change state when.. 
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    when st_mIdle => 
 
     if (SCalibrate = '1') then --start calibration process 
 
      state<=st_mInit; 
 
     else 
 
      state<=st_mIdle; 
 
     end if; 
 
     
 
    when st_mInit => 
 
     state<=st_mMeasure;  
 
     
 
    when st_mMeasure => 
 
     if SDelayDone='1' then  
 
      state<=st_sMax; 
 
     else 
 
      state<=st_mMeasure; 
 
     end if; 
 
     
 
    when st_sMax => 
 
     if Regdone='1' then 
 
      state<=st_sWaitReg; 
 
     else 
 
      state<=st_sMax; 
 
     end if; 
 
     
 
    when st_sWaitReg => 
 
     if FsmplNegFlank='0' then 
      state<=st_sMin; 
     else 
      state<=st_sWaitReg; 
     end if; 
 
    when st_sMin => 
 
     if (RegDone='1') then 
                   state<=st_mWait; 
      else  
       state<=st_sMin; 
            end if; 
 
    when st_mWait => 
     if (SDivDone='1')then 
 
             state<=st_mCalculate; 
 
     else  
       state<=st_mWait; 
       end if; 
 
    when st_mCalculate => 
 
     if(SDelayDone='1')then 
             state<=st_mIdle;  

            else 
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                 state<=st_mCalculate; 
             end if; 
 
    end case; 
 
  end if; 
 
 end process; 
 
 
 
           
 
 
 process(state,Clock,SCalibrate,RegDone,Kvot,SDelayDone,SDivDone) 
   begin 
       if rising_edge(Clock) then 
 
      case state is 
 
 
        when st_mIdle =>  --start/end state 
               LD5<='0'; 
       LD4<='0';     --various outputs 
       LD3<='1'; 
     LD1<='0'; 
     set1<='1'; 
     set2<='1'; 
     CS<='1'; 
     WR<='1'; 
     rst1<='Z'; 
     rst2<='Z'; 
     Max<='0'; 
     Min<='0'; 
     Aout<=(others=>'Z'); 
     CounterReset<='0'; 
     SDone<='0'; 
     SDivide<='0'; 
     if (SCalibrate = '1') then   

               LD1<='1'; 
            end if; 
         
    when st_mInit => 
 
     SDelay<='1';   --start delay 
     LD1<='1'; 
     LD5<='0'; 
     LD4<='0'; 
     LD3<='0'; 
     set1<='1'; 
     set2<='1'; 
     CS<='1'; 
     WR<='1'; 
     rst1<='Z'; 
     rst2<='Z'; 
     Max<='0'; 
     Min<='0'; 
     Aout<=(others=>'Z'); 
     CounterReset<='0'; 
     SDivide<='0'; 
 
    when st_mMeasure =>  --mäta frekvenser 
     

 LD5<='0'; 
  LD4<='1'; 
  LD3<='0'; 
  CS<='0';--write to DAC 

     WR<='0';--write to DAC 
     cmd_measure<='0'; 
     Aout<="010111010001"; -- DAC=1489 = Kcorr = 1  
     CounterReset<='0'; 
     LD1<='0'; 
     set1<='1'; 
     set2<='1'; 
     rst1<='Z'; 
     rst2<='Z'; 
     Max<='0'; 
     Min<='0'; 
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     SDivide<='0'; 
     if SDelayDone='1' then 
      SDelay<='0';  --stop delay 
      CounterReset<='1';--reset the counter 
      CS<='1'; --stop writing to DAC  
      WR<='1'; --stop writing to DAC 
     end if; 
 
    when st_sMax => -- measure fmax 
     LD5<='0'; 
     LD4<='1'; 
     LD3<='1'; 
     cmd_measure<='1';--put phase detector in measure mode 
     set1<='0';    -- set phase det. to max 
     rst2<='0';    -- set phase det. to max 
     set2<='1';  -- set phase det. to max 
     rst1<='1';  -- set phase det. to max 
     Max<='1';   --store countervalue in fmax 
     LD1<='0'; 
     Min<='0'; 
     Aout<=(others=>'Z'); 
     CounterReset<='0'; 
     SDone<='0'; 
     SDivide<='0'; 
     if (RegDone='1') then -- when fmax stored 
      Max<='0'; 
     end if; 
 
    when st_sWaitReg => 
 
     CounterReset<='1';   --reset counter 
     LD1<='0'; 
     LD5<='0'; 
     LD4<='0'; 
     LD3<='0'; 
     set1<='1'; 
     set2<='1'; 
     CS<='1'; 
     WR<='1'; 
     rst1<='Z'; 
     rst2<='Z'; 
     Max<='0'; 
     Min<='0'; 
     Aout<=(others=>'Z'); 
     SDone<='0'; 
     SDivide<='0'; 
 
    when st_sMin => --measure fmin 
     LD5<='1'; 
     LD4<='0'; 
     LD3<='0'; 
     cmd_measure<='1';--put phase detector in measure mode 
     set1<='1';  -- set phase det. to min 
     rst2<='1';  -- set phase det. to min 
     set2<='0';  -- set phase det. to min 
     rst1<='0';  -- set phase det. to min 
     CounterReset<='0'; 
     Min<='1';  --store countervalue in fmin 
     LD1<='0'; 
     CS<='1'; 
     WR<='1'; 
     Max<='0'; 
     Aout<=(others=>'Z'); 
     SDone<='0'; 
     SDivide<='0'; 
     if (RegDone='1') then  -- when fmin stored 
      Min<='0'; 
      SDivide<='1';  --start calculation of A 
     end if; 
      
    when st_mWait =>   --wait for calc. of A 
 
     LD5<='1'; 
     LD4<='1'; 
     LD3<='0'; 
     cmd_measure<='0'; 
     SDivide<='0'; 
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     LD1<='0'; 
     set1<='1'; 
     set2<='1'; 
     CS<='1'; 
     WR<='1'; 
     rst1<='Z'; 
     rst2<='Z'; 
     Max<='0'; 
     Min<='0'; 
     Aout<=(others=>'Z'); 
     CounterReset<='0'; 
     SDone<='0'; 
     if (SDivDone='1')then --when calc. done 
      SDelay<='1';   --start delay 
     end if; 
 
 
 
    when st_mCalculate => --write A to DAC 
     LD5<='1'; 
     LD4<='0'; 
     LD3<='1'; 
     CS<='0'; 
     WR<='0';  
     cmd_measure<='0'; 
     Aout<=Kvot; 
     LD1<='0'; 
     set1<='1'; 
     set2<='1'; 
     rst1<='Z'; 
     rst2<='Z'; 
     Max<='0'; 
     Min<='0'; 
     CounterReset<='0'; 
     SDone<='0'; 
     SDivide<='0'; 
     LD1<='0'; 
     if(SDelayDone='1')then --when write delay done  
      CS<='1';   --stop writing to DAC 
      WR<='1'; 
      SDelay<='0'; 
      CounterReset<='1';--reset counter 
      SDone<='1'; --report done 
     end if; 
 
    end case; 
 
   end if; 
 
 
 
 end process; 
   
END calc; 
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11.3. Counter 
--Counter_counter.vhd 
--Created spring 2005 by Robert Eklund as a part of MSc thesis  
--"Linearization of voltage-controlled oscillators in phase-locked loops" 
-- 
--The freqeuncy counter 
 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.all; 
 
ENTITY counter IS 
   PORT(      --I/O 
      CounterReset : IN     std_logic; --reset the counter, from external OR calculate 
      Fin          : IN     std_logic; --input, from the external oscillator ~30.72MHz 
      Fsmpl        : IN     std_logic; --enable signal, from fsmpldiv 
      CounterValue : OUT    std_logic_vector (25 DOWNTO 0)); --counted value, to registers 
end counter; 
 
ARCHITECTURE counter OF counter IS 
 
signal counter : UNSIGNED(25 DOWNTO 0); --internal counter variable 
begin 
 
 CounterValue<=std_logic_vector(counter); --update output 
 process(CounterReset,Fin,Fsmpl) 
 begin 
  if CounterReset='1' then     --reset 
   counter<=(others=>'0');     
   
  elsif (rising_edge(Fin))then --count the rising edges in fin 
   if (Fsmpl='1') then    --if enable='1' 
    counter<=counter+1; 
   end if; 
  end if; 
 end process; 
end counter;
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11.4. Delay 
--delay_del.vhd 
 
--Created spring 2005 by Robert Eklund as a part of MSc thesis  
 
--"Linearization of voltage-controlled oscillators in phase-locked loops" 
 
-- 
 
--Delay loop circuit 
 
 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
 
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.all; 
 
ENTITY Delay IS     
   PORT(       --I/O 
      SDelayDone : OUT    std_logic; --Done signal, to calculate 
      Clock      : IN     std_logic; --system clock, from external PLL, 50MHz 
      reset      : IN     std_logic; --reset signal, from external 
      SDelay     : IN     std_logic);--start signal, from calculate 
 
END Delay ; 
 
ARCHITECTURE del OF Delay IS 
signal delay : integer range  0 to 4000000;--delayvariable, set to 40 for ~400ns 
signal tid : integer range  0 to 4000000;--delay for X variable,set to 40 for ~400ns 
 
signal SDelayDone_int : std_logic;  --internal done signal 
 
BEGIN 
   
  process(Clock,reset,SDelay) 
    begin 
      tid<=4000000; --delay for X, set to 40 for 400ns 
 
   
       if reset='1' then   --reset 
 
   delay<=0;    --defaults 
 
   SDelayDone_int<='0';   
      
 

elsif (Clock'EVENT and Clock='1') then 
          if SDelay='1' then 
 
     if (delay < tid) then--while true, increase 
             delay<=delay+1; 
 
    SDelayDone_int<='0'; 
            else 
             delay<=0;    --else done 
            SDelayDone_int<='1'; 
            end if; 
 
   else 
 
    SDelayDone_int<='0'; 
        end if; 
 
 end if; 
 
 
  end process; 
    SDelayDone<=SDelayDone_int; --update output 
   
END del;
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11.5. Divider 
--divider_div.vhd 
 
--Created spring 2005 by Robert Eklund as a part of MSc thesis  
 
--"Linearization of voltage-controlled oscillators in phase-locked loops" 
 
-- 
 
--Calculates "Kcorr" and converts to "A" from frequency measurements 
 
 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
 
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.all; 
 
ENTITY divider IS      --I/O 
   PORT(  
      SDivDone : OUT    std_logic;  --done signal, to calculate 
      DivOut   : OUT    std_logic_vector (11 DOWNTO 0);--result from division, to calculate 
      Fmax     : IN     std_logic_vector (25 DOWNTO 0); --fmax, from registers 
      Fmin     : IN     std_logic_vector (25 DOWNTO 0); --fmin, from registers 
      SDivide  : IN     std_logic;    --start signal, from calculte 
      reset    : IN     std_logic;   --reset, from external 
      Clock    : IN     std_logic  --system clock, from external PLL, 50MHZ  
   ); 
 
END divider ; 
 
ARCHITECTURE div OF divider IS 
 
Type state_type is (st_sDivIdle,st_sDiv,st_sDivDef,st_sDivPrep,st_sDivDone,st_sDivWait);--
states   
signal state: state_type;--state variable 
signal ConvNum5V: std_logic_vector (25 downto 0); --conversion number variable 
signal tmp : unsigned (25 downto 0);-- divisor          
signal tmp1 : unsigned (25 downto 0);-- dividend 
 
signal div : unsigned (11 downto 0);--output calculation variable 
 
 
BEGIN 
  process(Clock,Reset,tmp,tmp1,SDivide) 
    begin 
      if (Reset='1') then 
       state <=st_sDivIdle; 
 
     
 
  elsif (rising_edge(Clock)) then 
          
 
   case state is      --change state when.. 
 
    when st_sDivIdle => 
 
     if SDivide='1' then 
 
      state<=st_sDivPrep; 
 
     else 
 
      state<=st_sDivIdle; 
 
     end if; 
 
 
 
    when st_sDivPrep => 
 
     state<=st_sDivWait; 
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    when st_sDivWait =>  
 
     if tmp1>0 then 
 
      state<=st_sDiv; 
 
     else 
 
      state<=st_sDivDef; 
 
     end if; 
 
-- 
 
    when st_sDivDef => 
 
     state<=st_sDivIdle; 
 
 
 
    when st_sDiv => 
 
     if (tmp<tmp1) then 
 
      state<=st_sDivDone; 
 
     else 
 
      state<=st_sDiv; 
 
     end if; 
 
     
 
    when st_sDivDone => 
 
     state<=st_sDivIdle; 
 
 
 
    end case; 
 
                 
      end if; 
  end process; 
 
 
 
 
 process(Clock,Fmax,Fmin,ConvNum5V,state,tmp,tmp1,div) 
   begin 

ConvNum5V <="00111001100101100000000000"; --=15095808, for a +5V and 
Kvcoideal=66ppm/V oscillator 

   
 
  if rising_edge(Clock) then 
 
 
 
  case state is        --idle/start/end state 
 
   when st_sDivIdle => 
        tmp<=(others=>'0');    --defult values 
    tmp1<=(others=>'0'); 
    SDivDone<='0'; 
 
   
 
   when st_sDivPrep =>      --prepare to divide 
 
    tmp<=UNSIGNED(ConvNum5V);--convconstant 
       tmp1<=UNSIGNED(Fmax-Fmin);--Fmax-Fmin 
       div<=(others=>'0'); 
 
    SDivDone<='0'; 
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   when st_sDivWait =>  --wait 1 clock cycle so the preps are done 
 
    SDivDone<='0'; 
 
 
 
   when st_sDivDef =>   --fail safe output state 
 
    SDivDone<='1'; 
       DivOut<="010111010001";--001001010011=595=*1/2.5, 111010001011=3723=*2.5, 
010111010001=1489=*1 111111100110 
                      
 
 
 
   when st_sDiv =>  -- division state 
 
    tmp<=(tmp-tmp1);               
        div<=div+1; 
 
    SDivDone<='0'; 
 
 
 
   when st_sDivDone =>     --done state 
 
    SDivDone<='1'; 
        DivOut<=std_logic_vector(div(11 downto 0)); 
      end case;     
 
  end if; 
 
 end process; 
END div; 
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11.6. FsmplDiv 
--FsmplDiv_Divider.vhd 
 
--Created spring 2005 by Robert Eklund as a part of MSc thesis  
 
--"Linearization of voltage-controlled oscillators in phase-locked loops" 
 
-- 
 
--Divides "fref" to a control signal to the counter 
 
 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.NUMERIC_STD.all; 
 
ENTITY FsmplDiv IS 
   PORT(          --I/O signals 
      Fref  : IN     std_logic;  --input signal, from external, 8kHz square wave 
 
      Reset : IN std_logic;   --system reset 
 
   FsmplNegFlank : out std_logic;  --indicates end of measurement, '1' when Fsmpl becomes '0' 
 
      --, to registers, calculate   
 
Fsmpl : OUT    std_logic);    --output signal, fref dvided to 1s '1' and .25s '0', to counter 
 
END FsmplDiv ; 
 
-- 
ARCHITECTURE Divider OF FsmplDiv IS 
signal delay : integer range  0 to 8000:=0;--variable 
signal time : integer range  0 to 8000:=0;--timevariable 
signal HighLow : std_logic:='L'; --output level signal 
BEGIN 
   
 process(Fref,HighLow,Reset) 
    begin 
      if HighLow = 'H' then--output level and time 
          Fsmpl<='1';  --high 
          time<=7998;  --for 1s 
        elsif HighLow ='L' then 
          Fsmpl<='0';  --low 
          time<=1998;  --for .25s 
        end if; 
         
      if Reset='1' then  --reset 
 
   HighLow<='L';  --default values 
 
   delay<=0; 
 
   FsmplNegFlank<='0'; 
 
  elsif (Fref'EVENT and Fref='1') then 
        if (delay <= time) then--no change in output 
          delay<=delay+1; 
 
    FsmplNegFlank<='0'; 
        else 
          delay<=0;     --reset delay 
 
     
          if HighLow='H' then--and change output signal level 
            HighLow<='L'; 
 
    FsmplNegFlank<='1'; 
          else 
            HighLow<='H'; 
 
    FsmplNegFlank<='0'; 
          end if; 
        end if; 
      end if; 
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  end process; 
   
   
END Divider;
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11.7. Phase Detector 
--phase_dect.vhd 
 
--Created spring 2005 by Robert Eklund as a part of MSc thesis  
 
--"Linearization of voltage-controlled oscillators in phase-locked loops" 
 
-- 
 
--phase detector 
 
--this circuit is machine generated from a schematic 
 
 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
USE ieee.NUMERIC_STD.all; 
 
ENTITY phase_dect IS 
   PORT(  
      Fref              : IN     std_logic; 
      Fvco              : IN     std_logic; 
      cmd_measure       : IN     std_logic; 
      rst1              : IN     std_logic; 
      rst2              : IN     std_logic; 
      set1              : IN     std_logic; 
      set2              : IN     std_logic; 
      Phase_Detect_High : OUT    std_logic; 
      Phase_Detect_Low  : OUT    std_logic); 
 
END phase_dect ; 
 
 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
 
 
ARCHITECTURE struct OF phase_dect IS 
 
   -- Architecture declarations 
 
   -- Internal signal declarations 
   SIGNAL dout       : std_logic; 
   SIGNAL dout1      : std_logic; 
   SIGNAL dout2      : std_logic; 
   SIGNAL dout3      : std_logic; 
   SIGNAL norm_reset : std_logic; 
 
   -- Implicit buffer signal declarations 
   SIGNAL Phase_Detect_High_internal : std_logic; 
   SIGNAL Phase_Detect_Low_internal  : std_logic; 
 
 
   -- ModuleWare signal declarations(v1.3) for instance 'I0' of 'adff' 
   SIGNAL mw_I0creg : std_logic; 
 
   -- ModuleWare signal declarations(v1.3) for instance 'I1' of 'adff' 
   SIGNAL mw_I1creg : std_logic; 
 
 
BEGIN 
 
   -- ModuleWare code(v1.3) for instance 'I0' of 'adff' 
   Phase_Detect_High_internal <= mw_I0creg; 
   -- pragma async_set_reset_local of I0seq "set1, dout2" 
   I0seq: PROCESS (Fref, dout2, set1) 
   BEGIN 
      IF (dout2 = '0' OR dout2 = 'L') THEN 
         mw_I0creg <= '0'; 
      ELSIF (set1 = '0' OR set1 = 'L') THEN 
         mw_I0creg <= '1'; 
      ELSIF (Fref'EVENT AND Fref='1') THEN 
         mw_I0creg <= dout; 
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      END IF; 
   END PROCESS I0seq; 
 
   -- ModuleWare code(v1.3) for instance 'I1' of 'adff' 
   Phase_Detect_Low_internal <= mw_I1creg; 
   -- pragma async_set_reset_local of I1seq "set2, dout3" 
   I1seq: PROCESS (Fvco, dout3, set2) 
   BEGIN 
      IF (dout3 = '0' OR dout3 = 'L') THEN 
         mw_I1creg <= '0'; 
      ELSIF (set2 = '0' OR set2 = 'L') THEN 
         mw_I1creg <= '1'; 
      ELSIF (Fvco'EVENT AND Fvco='1') THEN 
         mw_I1creg <= dout1; 
      END IF; 
   END PROCESS I1seq; 
 
   -- ModuleWare code(v1.3) for instance 'I6' of 'mux' 
   I6combo: PROCESS(norm_reset, rst1, cmd_measure) 
   BEGIN 
      CASE cmd_measure IS 
      WHEN '0'|'L' => dout2 <= norm_reset; 
      WHEN '1'|'H' => dout2 <= rst1; 
      WHEN OTHERS => dout2 <= norm_reset; 
      END CASE; 
   END PROCESS I6combo; 
 
   -- ModuleWare code(v1.3) for instance 'I7' of 'mux' 
   I7combo: PROCESS(norm_reset, rst2, cmd_measure) 
   BEGIN 
      CASE cmd_measure IS 
      WHEN '0'|'L' => dout3 <= norm_reset; 
      WHEN '1'|'H' => dout3 <= rst2; 
      WHEN OTHERS => dout3 <= norm_reset; 
      END CASE; 
   END PROCESS I7combo; 
 
   -- ModuleWare code(v1.3) for instance 'I4' of 'nand' 
   norm_reset <= NOT(Phase_Detect_High_internal AND Phase_Detect_Low_internal); 
 
   -- ModuleWare code(v1.3) for instance 'I8' of 'vdd' 
   dout1 <= '1'; 
 
   -- ModuleWare code(v1.3) for instance 'I9' of 'vdd' 
   dout <= '1'; 
 
   -- Instance port mappings. 
 
   -- Implicit buffered output assignments 
   Phase_Detect_High <= Phase_Detect_High_internal; 
   Phase_Detect_Low  <= Phase_Detect_Low_internal; 
 
END struct; 

 


